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1. Can be used as a backbone for a variety of tasks (paper shows segmentation 
and classification) not just object detection like the other paper.

2. Performance: Results & Inference Speed, and applications
3. Can be more easily built on (Point transformer v2 and v3 and Stratified 

Transformer for 3D Point Cloud Segmentation) & versatility



Argument #1 - Technical Novelty 

A general Transformer architecture for 3D point clouds that can be applied to 
multiple tasks including semantic segmentation, object classification, and object 
parts segmentation.



Argument #2 - Performance



Argument #3 - Research Impact
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Argument 1: More Efficient in Learning from 
Sparse Data

● 3DETR is designed to efficiently learn from sparse 3D point cloud data. Its 
architecture, draws from the Transformer model, is optimized to handle the inherent 
sparsity and irregularity of point clouds.

● Because 3DETR doesn’t need dense sampling/complex network layers, it can directly 
process sparse 3D point cloud data, making it more efficient

● This contrasts with Point Transformer, which may rely more on dense sampling or 
intricate network layers to achieve its performance

●



Argument 2: Less model Complexity and 
Overhead

● Point Transformer’s specialized self-attention mechanisms come with increased model 
complexity and computational overhead, compared to 3DETR which avoids complex 
3D-specific operations

● Minimal modifications to the vanilla Transformer block, utilizing standard Transformer 
components with non-parametric queries keep 3DETR’s architecture straightforward

● This computational efficiency makes the model easier to deploy in the real world, 
compared to models requiring extensive 3D domain customization



Argument 3: More Versatile

● 3DETR's design philosophy emphasizes minimal modifications to the Transformer 
architecture, aiming for a model that not only excels in 3D object detection but also 
possesses inherent generalizability across different datasets and potentially across 
different 3D understanding tasks. 

● This contrasts with Point Transformer, whose task-specific optimizations, while 
effective, may limit its ability to perform equally well across a broader range of 
datasets or when applied to tasks slightly different from those it was originally 
designed for.


